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Abstract 
SR and SZ algorithms for the symplectic (generalized) eigenproblem that are based 
on the reduction of a symplectic matrix to symplectic butterfly form are discussed. A
2n x 2n symplectic butterfly matrix has 8n - 4 (generically) nonzero entries, which are 
determined by 4n-  1 parameters. While the SR algorithm operates directly on the 
matrix entries, the SZ algorithm works with the 4n - 1 parameters. The algorithms 
are made more compact and efficient by using Laurent polynomials, instead of standard 
polynomials, to drive the iterations. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
This paper furthers the development of  the family of  QR-like algorithms for 
solving eigensystem problems. Professor Ludwig Eisner, to whom this paper 
is dedicated, has made significant contributions to this development, as 
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demonstrated by both his own publications [13,17,30-32] and those of his stu- 
dents [5,11,12,14,19,25] (for example) and grandstudents. Here we focus on 
symplectic matrices and pencils. Recent developments in this area have been 
guided by the unitary case, which the symplectic case resembles to some degree. 
An important landmark has been the work of Bunse-Gerstner and Eisner [13] 
on the unitary eigenvalue problem. 
Symplectic (generalized) eigenvalue problems occur in many applications, 
e.g., in discrete linear quadratic optimal control, discrete Kalman filtering, 
the solution of discrete algebraic Riccati equations, discrete stability radii 
and H~-norm computations ( ee, e.g. Refs. [23,26] and the references therein) 
and discrete Sturm-Liouville quations (see, e.g. Ref. [9]). The solution of the 
symplectic (generalized) eigenvalue problem has been the topic of numerous 
publications during the last 30 years. Even so, a numerically sound method, 
i.e., a strongly backward stable method in the sense of Ref. [10], is yet not 
known. The numerical computation of an invariant (deflating) subspace isusu- 
ally carried out by an iterative procedure like the QR (QZ) algorithm; see, e.g. 
Refs. [26,28]. The QR (QZ) algorithm is numerically backward stable but it 
ignores the symplectic structure. In order to develop fast, efficient, and reliable 
methods, the symplectic structure of the problem should be preserved and exploited. 
Then important properties of symplectic matrices (e.g., eigenvalues occurring in re- 
ciprocal pairs) will be preserved and not destroyed by rounding errors. 
Using the analogy to the continuous-time case, i.e., Hamiltonian eigenvalue 
problems, Flaschka et al. show in Ref. [19] how to construct structure-preserv- 
ing methods for the symplectic eigenproblem based on the SR method [16,25]. 
This method is a QR-like method based on the SR decomposition. In an initial 
step, the 2n × 2n symplectic matrix is reduced to a more condensed form, the 
symplectic J-Hessenberg form, which in general contains 2n 2 + 3n - 1 nonzero 
entries. As in the general framework of GR algorithms [30], the SR iteration 
preserves the symplectic J-Hessenberg form at each step and is supposed to 
converge to a form from which eigenvalues and invariant (deflating) subspaces 
can be read off. A 2n × 2n symplectic J-Hessenberg matrix is determined by 
4n - 1 parameters. The SR algorithm can be modified to work only with these 
parameters instead of the 2n 2 + 3n - 1 nonzero matrix elements. Thus only 
O(n) arithmetic operations per SR step are needed compared to O(n z) 
arithmetic operations when working on the actual J-Hessenberg matrix. The 
authors note that the algorithm "... forces the symplectic structure, but it has 
the disadvantage that it needs 4n-  1 terms to be nonzero in each step, which 
makes it highly numerically unstable . . . .  Thus, so far, this algorithm is mainly 
of theoretical value." [19], p. 186, last paragraph. 
Recently, Banse and Bunse-Gerstner [3-5] presented a new condensed form 
for symplectic matrices, the symplectic butterfly form. The 2n × 2n condensed 
matrix is symplectic, contains 8n-  4 nonzero entries, and is, similar to the 
symplectic J-Hessenberg form of Ref. [19], determined by 4n - 1 parameters. 
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As observed in Ref. [3] the SR algorithm preserves the butterfly form in its 
iterations. It is pointed out that the SR algorithm can be rewritten in a para- 
meterized form that works with 4n - 1 parameters instead of the (2n) 2 matrix 
elements in each iteration. Hence, the symplectic structure, which will be de- 
stroyed in the numerical process due to roundoff errors, can easily be restored 
in each iteration for this condensed form. There is reason to believe that an SR 
algorithm based on the symplectic butterfly form has better numerical proper- 
ties than one based on the symplectic J-Hessenberg form; see Sections 3 and 5. 
The 4n - 1 parameters that determine a symplectic butterfly matrix B cannot 
be read off of B directly. Computing the parameters can be interpreted as fac- 
toring B into the product of two even simpler matrices M and N: B = M-1N. 
The parameters can then be read off of M and N directly. Up to now two dif- 
ferent ways of factoring symplectic butterfly matrices have been proposed in 
the literature [2,6]. In Section 2 we will introduce these factorizations and con- 
sider their drawbacks and advantages. 
In Section 3 we will revisit he SR algorithm for symplectic butterfly matrices. 
Such an algorithm was already considered in Refs. [3,6]. In those publications, 
it is proposed to use a polynomial of the form p(2) = I-Iik 1 (2 - Pi) to drive the 
SR step, just as in the implicit QR (bulge-chasing) algorithm for upper Hessen- 
berg matrices. Here we will show that it is better to use a Laurent polynomial to 
drive the SR step. This reduces the size of the bulges that are introduced, thereby 
decreasing the number of computations required per iteration. It also improves 
the convergence and stability properties of the algorithm by effectively treating 
each reciprocal pair of eigenvalues as a unit. The method still suffers from loss 
of the symplectic structure due to roundoff errors, but the loss of symplecticity 
is normally less severe than in an implementation using a standard polynomial, 
because less arithmetic is done and the similarity transformations are generally 
better conditioned. Moreover, using the factors M and N of the symplectic but- 
terfly matrix B, one can easily and cheaply restore the symplectic structure of 
the iterates whenever necessary. 
To derive a method that is purely based on the 4n - 1 parameters that de- 
termine B and that thus forces the symplectic structure, one needs to work with 
the factors M and N. This leads us to develop (in Section 4) an SZ algorithm 
for the matrix pencil M-  AN, whose eigenvalues are the same as those of 
the symplectic matrices M-~N, NM -~, MN -~, and N-ZM. 
Numerical examples are presented in Section 5. 
2. Symplectic butterfly matrices and pencils 
A matrix M C ~2n×2n is called symplectic (or J-orthogonal) if 
MJM T = J (1) 
44 
(or equivalently, MTJM =J)  and a 
M,N c R 2~×2" is defined by the property 
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symplectie matrix pencil M-  2N, 
M JM T = NJN T, (2) 
where 
I ° j _- (3) 
and I, is the n × n identity matrix. While symplectic matrices are nonsingular 
(M -~ = jMT jT ) ,  a symplectic matrix pencil M - 2N is not necessarily regular, 
i.e., there is no guarantee that det (M - 2N) does not vanish identically for all 
2 E C. M and N may be nonsingular or singular. Hence (2) is in general not 
equivalent to MTjM = NT jN.  
The spectrum of a symplectic matrix pencil/matrix is symmetric with re- 
spect to the unit circle. Or, in other words, the eigenvalues of symplectic 
matrix pencils occur in reciprocal pairs: if 2 ¢ 0 is a (generalized finite) ei- 
genvalue, then so is 4 1. Furthermore, if 4 = 0 is an eigenvalue of a 
symplectic pencil, then so is ~ .  Let yT ~ ~2, \ {0} be a left eigenvector of 
M-  4N to the eigenvalue 4, then x = JMTy is a right eigenvector to the ei- 
genvalue 4 ~. Hence for symplectic matrices we have: if 4 is an eigenvalue of 
M with right eigenvector x, then 4 -j is an eigenvalue of M with left eigen- 
vector (Jx) T. Further, if 4 6 C is an eigenvalue of M (or M - 4N), then so 
are 2, 4-J, 4-J. 
A symplectic matrix 
B =. 
where B~ C ~,×n, is called a butterfly matrix if Bll and B21 are diagonal, and B12 
and B22 are tridiagonal. Banse and Bunse-Gerstner [3,5] showed that for every 
symplectic matrix M, there exist numerous ymplectic matrices S such that 
B = S-1MS is a symplectic butterfly matrix. In Ref. [3], an elimination process 
for computing the butterfly form of a symplectic matrix is presented (see also 
Ref. [6]). 
In Ref. [3], a strict butterfly matrix is introduced in which the upper left 
diagonal matrix of the butterfly form is nonsingular. This allows the decompo- 
sition of B into two simpler symplectic matrices. 
B= Bi ' ° I = \ \  o (4) 
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where V = BulB12 is tridiagonal and symmetric. Hence 4n - 1 parameters that 
determine the symplectic matrix can be read off directly. Obviously, n of these 
parameters have to be nonzero (the diagonal elements of B10. If any of the 
n - 1 subdiagonal elements of V is zero, deflation can take place; that is, the 
problem can be split into at least two problems of smaller dimension, but with 
the same symplectic butterfly structure. 
This decomposition was introduced because of its close resemblance to 
symplectic matrix pencils that appear naturally in control problems. These pen- 
cils are typically of the form 
M - 2N = I 0 FT , F, G = G T, H = E 
(Note: For F ¢ I, M and N are not symplectic.) Assuming that M and N are 
nonsingular (that is, F is nonsingular), we can rewrite the above equation 
7] 
(Note: ~/and N are symplectic matrices.) Solving this generalized eigenproblem 
is equivalent to solving the eigenproblem for the symplectic matrix 
f - I  
In Ref. [6], an unreduced butterfly matrix is introduced in which the lower 
right tridiagonal matrix is unreduced, that is, the subdiagonal elements of 
B22 are nonzero. Using the definition of a symplectic matrix, one easily verifies 
that if B is an unreduced butterfly matrix, then B2~ is nonsingular. As above, 
this allows the decomposition of B into two simpler symplectic matrices 
0 B,, IYx= 0 \  I% '  (5/ 
where T = B~B22 is tridiagonal and symmetric. Hence 4n - 1 parameters that 
determine the symplectic matrix can be read off directly. Obviously, the 
diagonal elements of B2~ have to be nonzero. If any of the n - 1 subdiagonal 
elements of T is zero, deflation can take place; that is, the problem can be split 
into at least two problems of smaller dimension, but with the same symplectic 
butterfly structure. Hence, 2n - 1 of the parameters determining an unreduced 
butterfly matrix B E ~2,,×2,, have to be nonzero. 
The introduction of the class of unreduced butterfly matrices and the asso- 
ciated decomposition (5) was motivated by purely theoretical considerations. 
The unreduced butterfly matrices play a role analogous to that of unreduced 
Hessenberg matrices in the standard QR theory [3,6]. We need a couple of 
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definitions to start with. Given a symplectic matrix M, we define generalized 
Krylov matrices )g'(M, v) by 
o~/'(M, v) = [v,M-lv,.. .  ,M-"+~v, Mv, M2v,...  ,M"v]. (6) 
A matrix R is called J-triangular if 
R= R, ,  R , ,  = , (7/ 
where all submatrices Rij E ~"~" are upper triangular and R21 is strictly upper 
triangular. By ej,j = 1,... ,m we will denote the jth unit vector in [~m. 
Lemma 1. Let B=S IMS, where S and M are symplectic, and B is a 
symplectic butterfly matrix. Let R=S-1 JF (M,  Sej)=~ff(B,  el). Then R is 
J-triangular. Furthermore, R is nonsingular if and only if B is an unreduced 
butterfly matrix. 
The proof is straightforward. As a first consequence of Lemma 1, we note 
that the equation o~(M, Se~) = SR gives a factorization of Jg(M, Sel) into a 
symplectic matrix times a J-triangular matrix, i.e., an SR factorization. If B is 
unreduced, then R is norisingular, and the SR factorization is essentially unique 
[12]. (Precisely, the factorization is unique up to symplectic, J-triangular fac- 
tors, which can be passed back and forth between S and R. Symplectic, J-tri- 
angular matrices have the form 
[7 ,8, 
where C and F are diagonal matrices. We will call these trivial matrices.) Given 
M, the matrix J~,~(M, Sel) is determined by the first column of S. The essential 
uniqueness of the factorization ~(M,  Sel) = SR tells us that the transforming 
matrix S for the similarity transformation B = S-~MS is essentially uniquely de- 
termined by its first column. This implicit-S theorem can serve as the basis for 
the construction of an implicit SR algorithm for butterfly matrices, just as the 
implicit-Q theorem [21], Section 7.4.5 provides a basis for the implicit QR algo- 
rithm on upper Hessenberg matrices. In both cases uniqueness depends on the 
unreduced character of the matrix. 
Obviously, not every unreduced butterfly matrix B is a strict butterfly ma- 
trix, but B can be turned into a strict one by a similarity transformation by 
a trivial matrix (8). Numerous choices of C and F will work. Thus, it is prac- 
tically true that every unreduced butterfly matrix is strict. In Ref. [6] it is shown 
that the converse is false. There are strict butterfly matrices that are not similar 
to any unreduced butterfly matrix. 
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Because not every strict butterfly matrix is unreduced, the class of strict but- 
terfly matrices lacks the theoretical basis for an implicit SR algorithm. If one 
wishes to build an algorithm based on the decomposition (4), one is obliged 
to restrict oneself to unreduced, strict butterfly matrices. The following consid- 
erations how that this is not a serious restriction. 
Remark 2. If both BI1 and B21 are nonsingular, then the matrices V = BIlIBI2 
and T = B~-I1B22 are related by V = T - B{~IB211. Thus the off-diagonal entries 
of V and T are the same. It follows that corresponding off-diagonal entries of 
BI2 and B22 are either zero or nonzero together. In connection with the 
decomposition (4), this implies that whenever B is not unreduced, V will also be 
reducible, and we can split the eigenvalue problem into smaller ones. 
This relationship breaks down, however, if B2! is singular. Consider, for 
example, the class of matrices 
1 g c 
B= 0 l+a  g 
0 0 1 
with g ¢ 0. These are strict butterfly matrices for which B12 is unreduced but 
B22 is not. Notice that the (2, 2) and (4, 4) entries are eigenvalues and can be 
deflated from the problem. 
In general, if B21 is singular, a deflation (and usually a splitting) is possible. 
If (B21)i,i = 0, then (Bll)i,~ must be nonzero, since B is nonsingular. This forces 
(B22)i,i_l = (B22)i,i+l = 0, because B~jB22- BTIBI2---1. It follows that (Bll)i,i 
and (Bz2)i,, are a reciprocal pair of eigenvalues, which can be deflated from 
the problem. Unless i = 1 or i = n, the remaining problem can be split into 
two smaller problems. 
In Ref. [3] (see also Ref. [6]), an elimination process for transforming a 
symplectic matrix to butterfly form is given. Based on this reduction process, 
an SR algorithm for computing the eigenvalues of symplectic butterfly matrices 
can be developed; see Section 3. The method works explicitly with the butterfly 
matrix B. Roundoff errors will destroy the symplectic structure. However, be- 
cause the butterfly form is very compact, one can easily and cheaply restore the 
symplectic structure of the iterates whenever necessary by making use of the 
decompositions (4) or (5). See the next section for details. As the parameters 
that determine a symplectic butterfly matrix cannot be read off directly, 
one should work with the decompositions B = M-1N (4) or (5) in order to 
develop a method that is purely based on the parameters and thus forces the 
symplectic structure. This leads us to take a closer look at the symplectic pencil 
M - 2N. 
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Before doing so, we introduce some notation. The diagonal entries of BI~ 
will be denoted by b l , . . . ,bn  and the diagonal entries of B21 by a l , . . .  ,a,. 
The symmetric tridiagonal matrix T = B~I1B22 will be denoted by 
T = c2 ". . (9) 
• • dt/ 
d, c, 
The symplectic butterfly matrix B can be decomposed into the product 
M-1N as in Eq. (4) or Eq. (5). Instead of considering the symplectic eigenprob- 
lem Bx = 2x, the generalized eigenproblem (2114- N)x = 0 or equivalently 
(M - LV)x = 0 can be considered. For the decomposition (4) we obtain 
(10) 
while for Eq. (5) we obtain 
B~l j 
It is well known, see, e.g., Refs. [24,26] that i fM - Mq is a symplectic matrix 
pencil, Q c It~ 2"×z" is nonsingular, and S E I~ 2"×2" is symplectic, then 
Q(M-  2N)S is a symplectic matrix pencil and the eigenproblems M-  2N 
and QMS - 2QNS are equivalent. Obviously the eigenproblems Ms - 2Ns and 
M, - 2N, are equivalent: Q(Ms - ).Ns) = Mu - ,~N~ where 
Q = BlllBs1 " 
Hence, ifx~ is a right eigenvector f Ms - 2N. then x. = xs is a right eigenvector 
of M~ - 2N~. If y. is a left eigenvector of M. - 2N., then ys = QVyu is a left 
eigenvector of Ms - 2Ns. 
Which of these two equivalent eigenproblems should be preferred in terms 
of accuracy of the computed eigenvalues? As a measure of the sensitivity of 
a simple eigenvalue of the generalized eigenproblem A - 213, one usually con- 
siders the reciprocal of 
X/(SAx) 2 + (y'ex/ 
Ilxll211ylJ2 (12) 
as the condition number, where x is the right eigenvector, y the left eigenvector 
corresponding to the same eigenvalue/~. If the expression (12) is small, one says 
that the eigenvalue ~ is ill conditioned• Let 2 be an eigenvalue of B, x. and Yu 
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the corresponding right and left eigenvectors of M, - ),N,, and x~ = x,, and 
ys = QTy, the corresponding right and left cigenvectors of M~ - 2N,. Simple al- 
gebraic manipulations show 
Ilxsll2 = IIx,,l12, 
[~M~x., [ = ly,~M, xu I, 
I N xsl = 
while I ly ll2 = I lyfQ]12. Therefore, the expressions for the eigenvalue condition 
number differ only in the 2-norm of the respective left eigenvector. Tests in 
MATLAB 3 indicate that the pencil M~ - 2N~ resolves eigenvalues near 1 better 
then the pencil M,, - )~N~, while M, - 2N,~ resolves eigenvalues near x/Z1 better. 
For other eigenvalues both pencils show the same behavior. Hence, from this 
short analysis there is no indication whether to prefer one of the pencils be- 
cause of better numerical behavior. 
In Ref. [3] an elimination process for computing the reduced matrix pencil 
form (10) of a symplectic matrix pencil (in which both matrices are symplec- 
tic) is given. Based on this reduction process, an SZ algorithm for computing 
the eigenvalues of symplectic matrix pencils of the form (10) can be devel- 
oped. As the algorithm works on the factors of the butterfly matrix, it works 
directly on the 4n-  1 parameters that determine a symplectic butterfly ma- 
trix. An elimination process for computing the reduced matrix pencil form 
(11) of a symplectic matrix pencil (in which both matrices are symplectic) 
is given in Section 4. Based on this reduction process, an SZ algorithm for 
computing the eigenvalues of symplectic matrix pencils of the form (11) is 
developed. It turns out that the SZ algorithm for the pencil (11) requires 
slightly fewer operations than the SZ algorithm for the pencil (10); see 
Section 4 for details. 
3. SR algorithm 
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of symplectic butterfly matrices can be com- 
puted efficiently by the SR algorithm [12], which is a QR-like algorithm in which 
the QR decomposition is replaced by the SR decomposition. Almost every 
matrix A C ~2nxZr, can  be decomposed into a product A = SR where S is 
symplectic and R is J-triangular (7). The SR algorithm is an iterative algorithm 
that performs an SR decomposition ateach iteration. I fB is the current iterate, 
then a spectral transformation function q is chosen (such that q(B) C ~2,×2,,) and 
the SR decomposition of q(B) is formed, if possible 
3 MATLAB is a trademark of The MathWorks, Inc. 
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q(8)  = sR. 
Then the symplectic factor S is used to perform a similarity transformation on 
B to yield the next iterate, which we will call/~ 
= S-IBS. (13) 
If rank(q(B))= 2n and B is a symplectic butterfly matrix, then so is /~ 
in Eq. (13) [3,5]. If rank(q(B) )=2n-v=:2k  and B is an unreduced 
symplectic butterfly matrix, then/~ in Eq. (13) is of the form (see Ref. [6] for 
a proof) 
= 
where 
[Sl [5 
= /~al 
V 
k 
B22 B24 
B42 B44 
n-k  n -k  
V 
k 
}k 
}k 
}n-  k 
, (14)  
. [~1, ~13] is a symplectic butterfly matrix and 
[B31 B33 J 
• the eigenvalues of [~22 B~24 ] are just they  shifts that are eigenvalues 
of B. [B42 B44J 
An algorithm for computing S and R explicitly is presented in Ref. [14]. 
As with explicit QR steps, the expense of explicit SR steps comes from the 
fact that q(B) has to be computed explicitly. A preferred alternative is the 
implicit SR step, an analogue to the Francis QR step [20-22]. The first implic- 
it transformation $1 is selected so that the first columns of the implicit and 
the explicit S are equivalent. That is, a symplectic matrix SI is determined 
such that 
S l lq (B)e l  = ~el, ~ E ~. 
Applying this first transformation to the butterfly matrix yields a symplectic 
matrix S(IBSI with almost butterfly form having a small bulge. The remaining 
implicit transformations perform a bulge-chasing sweep down the subdiago- 
nals to restore the butterfly form. That is, a symplectic matrix $2 is determined 
such that S~S?IBS~Sz is of butterfly form again. As the implicit SR step is 
analogous to the implicit QR step, this technique will not be discussed here. 
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The algorithm for reducing a symplectic matrix to butterfly form as given in 
Ref. [3,6] can be used as a building block for the implicit SR step. An efficient 
implementation of the SR step for symplectic butterfly matrices involves O(n) 
arithmetic operations. Hence a gain in efficiency is obtained compared to the 
SR algorithm on J-Hessenberg matrices where each SR step involves O(n 2) ar- 
ithmetic operations. 
A natural way to choose the spectral transformation function q is to choose 
a polynomial p2(2)= (2 - /~) (2 -# -1) for p E N (or # E C,l~l = 1) or 
p4(,~) = (,~ - #)(2 - #-1)(). _ ~)(2 - p-t) for/z E C, as these choices make use 
of the symmetries of the spectrum of symplectic matrices. A better choice is 
a Laurent polynomial q2(2) = 2-1p~(2) or q4(2) = 2-2p4(2). Each of these is 
a function of 2 + ~-1. For example, 
q4(2) = (2 + )-1)2 _ (p + #-1 + fl +/2_i)(2 + 2-t) 
+ (~ + ~-1)(~ + ~_~) _ 2. 
At first it would appear not to matter whether p4 or q4 is used to drive the SR 
step; the outcome should be essentially the same: An SR iteration driven by p4 
has the form /~ = S-tBS, where S comes from an SR decomposition: 
p4(B) = SR. On the other hand, q4(B) = B-2pa(B) = (B-2S)R, which is an SR 
decomposition of qa(B). Thus an SR iteration driven by q4 gives 
(B-2S)-IB(B-zS) = S- IBS --/), the same as for p4. This equation ignores the 
fact that the SR decomposition is not uniquely defined. S is at best unique 
up to right multiplication by a trivial matrix (8). Consequently/} is only unique 
up to a trivial similarity transformation. The B that is obtained in practice will 
depend upon whether p4 or q4 is used to drive the step. In principle any unde- 
sirable discrepancy that arises can be corrected by application of a similarity 
transformation by a trivial matrix. Note, however, that a trivial matrix can 
be arbitrarily ill conditioned. Thus one transformation could be much better 
conditioned than the other. 
The convergence theory of GR algorithms [30] suggests that Laurent polyno- 
mials will be more satisfactory than ordinary polynomials from this stand- 
point. If symplectic structure is to be preserved throughout the computation, 
eigenvalues must be deflated in pairs: when 2 is removed, 2-1 must also be re- 
moved. Thus we want eigenvalues 2 and 2 -1 to converge at the same rate. The 
convergence of GR algorithms is driven by convergence of iterations on a 
nested sequence of subspaces of dimensions 1, 2 . . . .  ,2n - 1 [29,30]. If iterations 
are driven by a function f ,  the rate of convergence of the subspaces of dimen- 
sion k is determined by the ratio ~('ik+l)l/If(2,)l, where the eigenvalues of 
f (B )  are numbered in the order 
If(2,)[ /> If(22)1 ~ '-- ~ If(Azn)l. (15) 
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If f is a Laurent polynomial q of the type we have proposed to use, then 
q(2) = q(2 -I) for every 2, so each eigenvalue appears ide-by-side with its in- 
verse in the ordering (15). The odd ratios Lf(22j)[/lf(22j-1)] are all equal to 
one; only the even-dimensional subspaces converge. Reciprocal pairs of eigen- 
values converge at the same rate and are deflated at the same time. 
In contrast, if f is a regular polynomial p(2) = 2~q(2), then for any eigen- 
value 2 satisfying 121>1, we will have p(2)=/lZ~p(2-1), whence 
Ip(2)l > ]p(2-~)l. Thus the underlying subspace iterations will tend to force 2 
and 2 -1 to converge at different rates. Suppose, for example, B has a single real 
eigenvalue 21 such that p(2~ ) dominates all the other eigenvalues. Then the odd 
ratio ]p(22)]/]p(21)l is less than one, and the sequence of one-dimensional sub- 
spaces will converge. This tends to force al, the first entry of B21, toward zero. 
If, after some iterations, a~ becomes effectively zero, then bl, the first entry of 
BI, will have converged to 2~. As we already noted in Remark 2, the symplectic 
structure then forces the (1, 1) entry of B22 to be 2~ -1 and allows a deflation. Ac- 
cording to the GR convergence theory, the eigenvalue that should emerge in the 
(1, 1) position of B22 is 22, where p(22) is the second largest eigenvalue ofp(B). 
If, as may happen, ~2 ¢ 211, we have a conflict between the symplectic struc- 
ture and the convergence theory. This apparent contradiction is resolved as fol- 
lows. The convergence of the matrix iterates depends not only on the 
underlying subspace iterations, but also on the condition umbers of the trans- 
forming matrices S [30]. Convergence of the subspace iterations may fail to re- 
sult in convergence of the matrix iterations if and only if the transforming 
matrices are ill conditioned. The tension between the symplectic structure 
and the convergence of the subspace iterations is inevitably resolved in favor 
of the symplectic structure through the production of ill-conditioned trans- 
forming matrices. This is clearly something we wish to avoid. Example 5 in Sec- 
tion 5 demonstrates that situations like this do arise and can have undesirable 
consequences. 
Apart from these considerations, the Laurent polynomial is superior be- 
cause it allows a more economical implementation than the standard polyno- 
mial does. For symplectic butterfly matrices B, 
4 
p4(B)e, = Z( f l je j  ÷ 7,,e.+j) 
j=l 
has (generically) eight nonzero entries, whereas 
qa(B)el =~lel +~2e2+e3e3 
has only three nonzero entries. For the implicit SR step driven by q4, a symplec- 
tic matrix S has to be determined such that Sq4(B)e~ = 2el. Applying S to B 
yields 
"X  
4- 
+ 
x 
+ 
+ 
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+ + 
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X 
X 
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+ + 
X 
X X 
X X 
+ x 
+ + 
X 
+ + 
x + 
+ x 
+ 4- 
x + 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
+ 
X 
X 
X 
4- 
+ 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
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where the undesired elements are denoted by +. If we use p4 instead of q4, the 
bulge is one row and one column larger in each quadrant of the matrix• Thus 
we prefer q4 over p4 (and, similarly, q2 over Pz) also from the point of view of 
computational cost• 
If the chosen shifts are good approximate eigenvalues, we expect deflation at 
the end of the SR step as indicated in Eq. (14). We propose a shift strategy sim- 
ilar to that used in the standard QR algorithm• For example, for a quadruple 
shift, we choose the 4 eigenvalues of the 4 × 4 symplectic submatrix 
[ B.-j,n-i B,,-1,2. I Bn-l ,2.  
G = B,,,,, Bn,2n- 1 Bn,zn 
g2n- l ,n - I  B2n 1,2n-I g2n-l ,2n 
B2n,n B2n,2n- 1 B2n,2n 
denoting the entries of B by Bij. There is no need to compute the eigenvalues of 
G. Comparing p4(B) with the characteristic polynomial of G we obtain 
p4(B) = B 4 -/~(B 3 + B) + yB 2 + I, 
where 
/~ = trace(G), 
7' = (Bn- I  .... 1 4- Bzn- l ,2n - l ) (Bn .n  + B2n,2n) -4- 2 - B2n-l ,znBzn,2n-I  
= (b._, +a._ ,c .  , ) (b .+a.c . )+2-a ._ ,a .d~.  
Hence q4(B) =p4(B)B -2 = (B +B- l )  2 - B(B +B -J) + (7 - 2)1 and the first 
column of q4 (B) is given by 
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qdB)el = [(h + 01~1)~ + a& - B(h + ~ICI) + Y - 2h 
+ [aldz(bZ + as2 + bl + UICI - P)]ez + alazdzdw. (16) 
This is exactly the generalized Rayleigh-quotient strategy for choosing shifts 
proposed by Watkins and Elsner in Ref. [30]. Hence, the convergence theorems 
Theorems 6.2, 6.3, and 6.5 from Ref. [30] can be applied here. In particular, 
the butterfly SR algorithm is typically cubically convergent. Let BO be a 
symplectic butterfly matrix with distinct eigenvalues. Let (&) be the sequence 
generated by the SR algorithm starting from Bo, using the generalized 
Rayleigh-quotient shift strategy with polynomials of degree m. Then, from 
Theorem 6.5 in Ref. [30], it follows that under certain additional assumptions, 
if each of the iterates 
PBiPT = 
x,‘;’ x,(; [ 1 xi:) x7; ’ 
where P = [el,e3,. . . ,esn-l,e2,e4,. . .,ezn] E iW2nx2n, satisfies ]IX,‘:‘II = ijX,‘f’iI for 
some fixed norm I] . 11, then the iterates converge cubically if they converge. 
In order to see that our iterates always satisfy this constraint, we first note that 
any unreduced symplectic butterfly matrix is similar to an unreduced butterfly 
matrix with bi = 1 and /ai1 = 1 for i = 1,. . . ,n and sign(ai) = sign(di) for 
i = 2,. . . n (this follows as the reduction to butterfly form is not unique, it is 
only unique up to scaling by a trivial matrix (8)). Clearly, we can modify the 
butterfly SR algorithm such that each iterate satisfies these constraints. Consid- 
er for each iterate Bi 
PBiPT = 
where 21 is the degree of the shift polynomials pi(n) = ,l’qi(i). As for 
k=n-l+l 
XC’) = 
21 
0 . . . 0 bkdk 
0 . . . 0 akdk 
0 . 0 0 
. . . . . 
0 . . . 0 0 
r  0 0 o...o 
0 0 0 ... 0 
0 bk-,dk 0 ... 0 
0 Cl-,dk 0 ..’ 0 
and bk-1 = bk = 1, /akj = 1, we have 
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Hence from Theorem 6.5 in Ref. [30] we obtain that the convergence rate of the 
butterfly SR algorithm is typically cubic• 
Remark 3. (a) The SR algorithm based on the reduction to unreduced 
J-Hessenberg form as proposed by Flaschka et al. in Ref. [19] does not 
typically converge cubically; there is no guarantee that the iterates always 
satisfy the constraint discussed above• 
(b) One hypothesis of the convergence theorems given in Ref. [30] is (mod- 
ified slightly to fit the situation given here): Let Ao C ~2n×2n, and let q be a Lau- 
rent polynomial. Let 21,...,  22, denote the eigenvalues of Ao, ordered so that 
Iq()q)]/> 1q(22)1 ~> "'" ~> 1q(22,)1. Suppose 2k is a positive integer less than 2n 
such that ]q(22k)l > Iq(22k+l)l, let p = Iq(22k+,)l/lq(;~2k)l, and let (qi) be a se- 
quence of Laurent polynomials such that qi ~ q and qi(). i)¢ 0 for 
j = 1, . . . ,  2k and all i. Let all be the invariant subspaee ofPAoP T associated with 
22k+1, • • , 22,, andsuppose span{el, . . . ,  e2k} fq ~ = {0}. It is pointed out in Ref. 
[30] that the condition span{el,. . . ,  e2k} n q /= {0} is automatically satisfied 
for unreduced Hessenberg and unreduced J-Hessenberg matrices. This condi- 
tion also holds for any unreduced symplectic butterfly matrix (see Ref. [18] for 
details)• 
By applying a sequence of double or quadruple shift SR steps to a symplectic 
butterfly matrix B it is possible to reduce the tridiagonal blocks in B to quasi- 
diagonal form with 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 blocks on the diagonal. The eigenproblem 
decouples into a number of simple symplectic 2 x 2 or 4 × 4 eigenproblems. In 
doing so, it is necessary to monitor the off-diagonal elements in the tridiagonal 
blocks of B in order to bring about decoupling whenever possible. Decoupling 
occurs if dJ = 0 for some j as 
LB2t ] B22J ' 
-bl 
al 
bn 
an 
b lc l -a [  j bid2 
b2d2 ". 
alCl aid2 
a2d: ". 
". b°-ld,, 
bndn bnc,, - a~ 1 
• • an-ldn 
andn anon 
(17) 
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Or, equivalently, if (BIz)j,j_I , (Olz)j_l,j, (B22)j,j_ 1, and (B22)j_ld are simulta- 
neously zero. 
When dealing with upper Hessenberg matrices, as in the QR setting, 
decoupling occurs whenever a subdiagonal element becomes z ro. In practice, 
decoupling is said to occur whenever a subdiagonal element in the Hessenberg 
matrix H is suitably small. For example, in LAPACK [1] if 
Ihp+,,pl <<. cu(lhp,pl + Ihp4.l,p+l I)
for some small constant c and the unit roundoff u, then hp+~,p is declared to be 
zero. This is justified since rounding errors of order u[ IH[I are already present 
throughout the matrix. 
Taking the same approach ere, we check whether 
max{ [(B12)i,i_, I ](B12)i,i+l I} <~ e(](B12)i_l,i-l l q- I(B12)ii]) 
max {](B22)u-1 [, I(B22)i,i+l 1} <~ e([(B22)i_l,i_l [+ I(B22)iil) 
are simultaneously satisfied, in this case we will have deflation. Here e is some 
small constant, e.g., e = cu. 
We proceed with the process of applying double or quadruple SR steps to a 
symplectic butterfly matrix B until the problem has completely split into sub- 
problems of dimension 2 or 4. In a final step we then have to solve these small 
subproblems in order to compute a real Schur-like form from which eigenval- 
ues and invariant subspaces can be read off. That is, in the 2 x 2 and 4 x 4 sub- 
problems we will zero the (2, 1) block (if possible) using a symplectic 
transformation. In case the 4 x 4 subproblem has real eigenvalues we will fur- 
ther reduce the (1, 1) and (2, 2) blocks. Moreover, we can sort the eigenvalues 
such that the eigenvalues inside the unit circle will appear in the (1, 1) block. 
For a detailed discussion see Ref. [18]. 
As mentioned in the introduction, Flaschka, Mehrmann, and Zywietz pre- 
sented a structure-preserving method for the symplectic eigenproblem based 
on the SR method in Ref. [19]. That method first reduces the symplectic matrix 
M to symplectic J-Hessenberg form, that is to a matrix of the form 
where the (1,1)-, (2,1)- and (2,2)-blocks are upper triangular and the (l,2)-block 
is upper Hessenberg. The SR iteration preserves this form at each step and is 
supposed to converge to a form from which the eigenvalues can be read off. 
An efficient implementation f the SR step for symplectic J-Hessenberg matri- 
ces requires O(n 2) arithmetic operations; hence no gain in efficiency is obtained 
compared to the standard Hessenberg QR algorithm. Further, the authors 
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report the loss of the symplectic structure due to roundoff errors after only a
few SR steps. As a symplectic J-Hessenberg matrix looks like a general J -Hes- 
senberg 'matrix, it is not easy to check and to guarantee that the structure is 
kept invariant in the presence of roundoff errors. Two examples, one involving 
a 6 x 6, the other a 12 × 12 symplectic matrix, are given demonstrating the loss 
of the symplectic structure. 
The symplectic butterfly SR algorithm discussed here also destroys the 
symplectic structure of the butterfly matrix due to roundoff errors. However, 
the very compact butterfly form allows one to restore the symplectic structure 
of the iterates easily and cheaply whenever necessary. This can be done using 
either one of the two decompositions (4) and (5) of a symplectic butterfly 
matrix discussed in Section 2. Whichever decomposition is used, one assumes 
that the two diagonal blocks of the butterfly matrix are exact. That is, one as- 
sumes that the parameters a~, . . .  ,a,,, bj . . . .  , b,,, which can be read off of the 
butterfly matrix directly, are correct. Then one uses them to compute the other 
2n - 1 parameters. Using, e.g., the decomposition (5) one obtains different for- 
mulae for the other parameters: 
ck = Bk~.k~,,/ak = (Bk.k+,,~l + ak l ) /bk ,  
ak : . k , ,+ ._ , /b ,  = B ,_ I  : . ,  +,, . ,+,,_, /ak = . ,+ . /a , - ,  • 
Adding the terms on the right hand sides and averaging, corrected values for 
the parameters ck and dk are obtained (in actual computations one should 
use only those terms for which the numerical computations are save, e.g. in 
case bk is zero or very small, the equations with this term are not used). Using 
the so obtained parameters, one computes new entries for the (1,2)- and (2,2)- 
block of the butterfly matrix. Using this procedure to force the symplectic 
structure whenever necessary, the SR algorithm based on the butterfly form 
has no problems in solving the two abovementioned xamples given by Flasch- 
ka et al. in Ref. [19]; cubic convergence can be observed, see Section 5. 
4. SZ algorithm 
In this section we develop an algorithm for computing the eigenvalues of a 
symplectic butterfly matrix B that is purely based on the parameterization f 
the butterfly matrices in the iteration process and thus preserves the symplectic 
structure automatically. No additional adjustments like the ones described at 
the end of the last section will be necessary. The algorithm will work with just 
the 4n - 1 parameters that determine B. 
In order to derive such a method, one should work with the factorization 
B = M 1N (4) or (5), as the parameters of B can be read off of M and N 
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directly. The eigenvalue problem M-INx = 2x is equivalent to (2M - N)x = 0 
and (M - 2N)x = 0 because of the symmetry of the spectrum. In the latter 
equations the 4n-  1 parameters are given directly. An SZ algorithm will be 
developed to solve these generalized eigenproblems. The SZ algorithm is the 
analogue of the SR algorithm for the generalized eigenproblem, just as the 
Qz algorithm is the analogue of the QR algorithm for the generalized eigen- 
problem. Both are instances of the GZ algorithm [32]. 
Each iteration step begins with M and N such that the corresponding butter- 
fly matrix B = M-IN is unreduced. Choose a spectral transformation function 
q and compute a symplectic matrix Zl such that 
Zll q(M-1N)el = otel 
for some scalar ~. Then transform the pencil to 
gt  - = (M - 
This introduces a bulge into the matrices aT/and N. Now transform the pencil to 
where aT/and N are in form (10) or (11), depending on the form of M and N, S 
and 2 are symplectic, and Ze~ = el. This concludes the iteration. 
Letting Z = Z~Z, we have 
- = S-'(M -  v)z. 
The symplectic matrices ~/ - l~  and ~-~/-i are similar to M-1N and NM -l, 
respectively. Indeed 
_~I-IN = Z -1 (M-IN)Z and /V~/-J = S-INM-IS. 
The following theorem shows that these similarity transformations amount o 
iterations of the SR algorithm on M-~N and NM -l. 
Theorem 4. There exist J-triangular matrices R and U such that 
q(NM -1) = SR and q(M-1N) = ZU. 
Proof. The transforming matrix Z was constructed so that Ze 1 = Zl2el = 
Zle l  = o~-lq(B)el, where B = M-~N. Now 
q( B )X'( B, e~ ) = ~ (B, q(B)el ) = crY(B, Zel ) = ~Z~g'(B, e I ), 
where B = Z-1BZ = 37/- iN. By Lemma 1, ~d(B, el ) and oCt"(/~, el) are J-triangu- 
lar, and ~(B,  el) is nonsingular. Hence q(M-IN) = ZU, where 
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U = ~o,~f'(l~,el)O~'(B, el)  -1 
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is J-triangular. 
The proof that q(NM -1 ) equals SR depends on which of the decompositions 
(10) or (11) is being used. I f  (11) is being used, M and ~/ are J-triangular 
matrices, so h~/-lel = 3e1 and Mel = yel for some 3 and y. Since M = S-IMZ, 
we have Sel = MZ)(4-1e] = flMZel = f l~-lMq(M-JN)et = flot-tq(NM-])Mel 
= fla-lyq(NM-1)el. Thus q(NM -])el = JSet for some nonzero 6. Since the ma- 
trices C = NM -I and (~ = N~:/-1 are butterfly matrices, and C is unreduced, we 
can now repeat he argument of the previous paragraph with B replaced by C 
to get q(NM -l) = SR, where R = 6~f(C, e l )~(C ,  et)- is J-triangular. 
I f  the decomposition (10) is being used, M is not J -upper triangular. How- 
ever, since N-lel = el and )Vex = el, we can use the equation/V = S-tNZ in the 
form S = NZN -] to prove that q(NM -] )el = 6Sel for some 6, as above. In this 
case C and C are not butterfly matrices, but their inverses are. Thus one can 
show, as above, that q(NM -l ) = SR, where R = fiX(d? -1 , el )~f'(C -t , el )-]. [] 
We now consider the details of implementing an SZ iteration for the 
symplectic pencil (11). The spectral transformation function q should be 
chosen as discussed in Section 3. Computation of q(M-JN)el does not 
require explicit inversion of M. As M-tN is of butterfly form, we can 
use directly the formula (16) in order to determine q(M-IN)ej .  Applying 
Z( ~ to M-2N introduces a bulge. The main part of the iteration is a 
bulge chasing process that restores MZ? ] and NZ? 1 to their original 
forms. 
We refrain from discussing the bulge chasing process in detail as the implicit 
SZ step is analogous to the implicit QZ step. Instead we will present an algo- 
rithm for reducing a symplectic matrix pencil M - 2N where M and N are both 
symplectic to a reduced pencil of the form (11). Such an algorithm can be used 
as a building block of the SZ step. The algorithm uses the following elementary 
symplectic transformations: 
• Symplectic Givens transformation 
G(k,c,s) = 
"Ik-i 
C 
1,_k 
-- S 
Ik-1 
C 
I,_k 
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• symplectic Householder transformation 
I4(k, v) = [I~_~ 
P Ik_~ 
P , 
where P = I._k+l - 2vvT /v~v, 
• symplectic Gauss transformation 
-/~-2 
&-k 
/* 2 
d 
C 1 
d 
c - - l  
/,-k 
• symplectic Gauss transformation of type II, 
- /k l  
~(k,o,d) = 
c d 
/k-J 
C I 
/,,-~. 
The symplectic Givens and Householder transformations are orthogonal, 
while the symplectic Gauss transformations are nonorthogonal. Algorithms 
to compute the entries of the abovementioned transformations can be found, 
e.g., in Ref. [27,15]. The Gaussian transformations can be computed such that 
among all possible transformations satisfying the same purpose, the one with 
the minimal condition number is chosen. 
Zeros in the rows of M and N will be introduced by applying one of the 
above mentioned transformations from the right, while zeros in the columns 
will be introduced by applying the transformations from the left. The basic idea 
of the algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
bring the first column of N into the desired form, 
now iterate for j = 1 to n, 
bring the jth row of M into the desired form, 
bring the jth column of M into the desired form, 
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bring the (n + j)th column of N into the desired form, 
bring the jth row of N into the desired form. 
The remaining rows and columns in M and N that are not explicitly touched 
during the process will be in the desired form due to the symplectic structure. 
For an 8 x 8 symplectic matrix pencil, the elimination process can be summa- 
rized as in the following scheme. 
8, G p°st 7, G p°st 6, G p°~t 
13, G pre "l" 26, G p°s~ 25, G p°~t 
12, G pre 30, G pre "Or 40, G p°st 
11, G pre 29, G pre 42, G p'e "l~ 
16,£ p~ 615 615 61-`  
15, L pre 3 3, L pre 632 632 
14, H pre 32, L pre 44,/P'e 643 
14, H pre 31,H pre 43, L pre 47,/pr~ 
]0, L p°st 9, H p°st 9 ,H  p°s~ 
613 "~ 28. L p°st 27, H p°s¢ 
612 6so ~ 41,L p°~1 
6I] 629 642 ~" 
. 6,-` 6,~ 6.  
615 "I" 6~2 632 
614 632 "k 643 
614 631 643 * 
-2  
- 4, G pre 65 6-` 65 
3, G p~ 23, G p°st 22, G p°st 21, G p°sl 
2, G pre 024 38,G p°st 37, G p°st 
1: G pre 624 039 46, G p°st 
* 623 622 62, 
5, H l're "1~ 638 037 
5, H pre 624 ~l" 646 
5, H pre 624 639 
,- 6-` 65 6, 
19, G pre ~ 24, H p°st 24, H p°st 
18, G pre 35, G pre 'tk 39,H p~'st 
17, G pre 34, G p'e 45, G pre "1~ 
~ 624 624 
20, H pre ~ ~ ~r 
20, H pre 36, H pre ~ -i~ 
The capital etters indicate the type of elimination matrix used to eliminate the 
entry (G used for a symplectic Givens, H for a symplectic Householder, and 
L,/7 for a symplectic Gauss transformation). The upper index indicates whether 
the elimination is done by pre- or postmultiplication. The numbers indicate the 
order in which the entries are annihilated. A zero that is not createdby explicit 
elimination but because of the symplectic structure, is denoted by 0. Its index 
indicates which transformation causes this zero. E.g., if after five steps the first 
column of N is denoted by [0 0 00 nst 00 01T,n51 # 0, and the first row by 
[0 * ~- ~r hI5 * "A- ~r], then as N is symplectic throughout the whole reduction 
process, from NTjN  = J we have eT(NTJN)  = eTJ = e,,+l, or in other words 
- nsl [0 n12 n13 n14 nl5 nj6 hi7 njs] = [0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0]. 
Hence, the entries of the first row of N have to be zero, only the (n + 1, 1) entry 
is nonzero. 
In the following an algorithm for reducing a symplectic matrix pencil 
M - 2N, where M and N are both symplectic to a reduced pencil of the form 
(11) is given. In order to keep the presentation as simple as possible, no pivot- 
ing is introduced here, but should be used in an actual implementation. This 
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algorithm can be used to derive a bulge chasing process, e.g., for a quadruple 
or double shift SZ step. 
Algorithm 1 (Transformation to butterfly pencil) 
Given a symplectic matrix pencil M-  LV, where M,N E ~2n×2n are both 
symplectic matrices, the following algorithm computes ymplectic matrices S 
and Z such that S(M - 2N)Z  is a symplectic pencil of the form (11). M is over- 
written by SMZ and N by SNZ.  
Z =12n; S ----12.; 
for k = n : - l :  1 
compute G such that (GN)k,1 = O. 
N = GN; M = GM; S = GS; 
end 
compute H such that (HN)n+z:zn, 1 -~ O. 
N = HN;  M = HM;  S = HS; 
fo r j  = l:n 
if j>  1 
for k = n : - l : j  
compute G such that (NG)/,k = O. 
N = NG; M = MG;  Z = ZG; 
end 
end 
i f j  < n 
if j>  1 
compute H such that (NH)j j+.+I:2.  = O. 
N = NH;  M = MH;  Z = ZH; 
end 
for k = n : - l : j+  1 
compute G such that (MG)j,k = 0. 
N = NG; M = MG;  Z = ZG; 
end 
end 
i f j<n-  1 
compute H such that (MH)jj+2+.:2. = 0. 
N = NH;  M = MH;  Z = ZH; 
end 
i f j  < n 
compute L such that (ML)j j+n+ 1 = O. 
Transformation might not exist!! 
N = NL; M = ML; Z = ZL; 
for k = n : - l : j+  1 
compute G such that (GM)k, j  = O. 
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N = GN; M = GM; S = GS; 
end 
end 
i f j<n-1  
compute H such that (HM)j+2+.:znj = 0.
N = HN;  M = HM;  S = HS; 
end 
if j<  n 
compute L such that (LM)j+I+n J = O. 
Transformation might not exist!! 
N = LN;  M = LM;  S = LS; 
end 
compute L such that (LM)j+nj = 0. 
Transformation might not exist!! 
N=LN;  M=[ ,M;  S=[S;  
if j<  n 
fo rk=n: - l : j+ l  
compute G such that (GN)k j+ n = O. 
N = GN; M = GM; S = GS; 
end 
end 
i f j<n-  1 
compute H such that (HN)j+2+n:2nj+n = O. 
N = HN;  M = HM;  S = HS; 
end 
end 
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Remark 5. (a) A careful implementation f this process as a bulge chasing 
process will just work with the 4n-  1 parameters and some additional 
variables instead of with the matrices M and N. 
(b) It is possible to incorporate pivoting into the process in order to make it 
more stable. E.g., in the process as described the jth column of M will be 
brought into the desired form. Due to symplecticity, the (n +j)th column of 
M will then be of desired form as well. One could just as well attack the 
(n +j)th column of M, the jth column will then be of desired form due to 
symplecticity. 
(c) The use of symplectic transformations throughout the reduction process 
assures that the factors M and N remain symplectic separately. If the objective 
is only to preserve the symplectic property of the pencil (M JM r = NJNT) ,  one 
has greater latitude in the choice of transformations. Only the right-hand (Z) 
transformations need to be symplectic; the left (83 transforms can be more gen- 
eral as long as they are regular. 
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In Ref. [3] an algorithm for reducing a symplectic matrix pencil M - 2N, 
where M and N are both symplectic, to the reduced matrix pencil of the form 
(10) is developed. That elimination process uses the same elementary 
symplectic transformations as the process described here. The algorithm 
can also be used to chase the bulge created in MZ~ 1 -2NZ~ ~. It turns out 
that in that setting, for a double or quadruple shift step, there are slightly 
more nonzero entries in the matrices M and N than there are in the setting 
discussed here. This implies that more elementary symplectic transformations 
have to be used. In particular, additional n - 1 symplectic Gaussian transfor- 
mation of type II have to be used, which are not needed in the above bulge 
chasing process. 
By applying a sequence of double or quadruple SZ steps to the symplectic 
matrix pencil M - 2N of the form (11) it is possible to reduce the symmetric 
tridiagonal matrix T in the lower right block of N to quasi-diagonal form with 
1 x 1 and 2 × 2 blocks on the diagonal. The eigenproblem decouples into a 
number of simple 2 × 2 or 4 x 4 eigenproblems. In doing so, it is necessary 
to monitor T's ubdiagonal in order to bring about decoupling whenever pos- 
sible. The complete process is as follows. 
Algorithm 2 (SZ algorithm for butterfly pencils) 
Given a symplectic matrix pencil M - 2N of the form (11), the following al- 
gorithm computes ymplectic matrices Z and S such that for M := S 1MZ and 
:= S-INZ, B := A~/-IN is a symplectic matrix in which the (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), 
and (2,2) blocks are each block-diagonal where all blocks are either 1 x 1 or 
2 x 2. Moreover, the block structure for all four blocks of/~ is the same. Thus 
the eigenproblem for/~ decouples into 2 x 2 and 4 x 4 symplectic eigenprob- 
lems. M is overwritten by S-~MZ and N by S ~NZ. 
repeat  unt i l  q = n 
set all sub- and superdiagonal entries ti.i-1 = 6-1,i n T to zero 
that satisfy 
[t,,, ,] ~<e(It, ,,,--,I + Pte, I)
find the largest nonnegative q and the smallest nonnegative p such 
that if 
N = 
6 
In-.p q 
-6  
Tjj 
6 
mln-p-q 
1"22 
-6  
T33 
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where TII C ~pxP;T22 E ~(n p-q)x(n-p-q), and Ts3 E ~qxq, then T33 is 
block diagonal with 2 x 2 and 4 x 4 blocks and T22 is unreduced sym- 
metric tridiagonal. 
partition M conformably 
M = 
-Xjl YI1 
)(22 Y22 
X~3 
x,q' 
Y33 
x d 
where Xlt, Yll E ~pxp,x22, Y22 E ~(n-p-.q)x(n-.p-q), and )(33, Y33 E ~qxq. 
i fq<n 
perform a double or quadruple shift SZ step using Algorithm l on 
r22 u 
update M and N accordingly 
end 
end 
Remark 6. Example 2 in Section 5 indicates that eigenvalues of symplectic 
butterfly pencils computed by this algorithm are significantly more accurate 
than those computed by the SR algorithm and often competitive to those 
computed by the QR algorithm. Hence if a symplectic matrix/matrix pencil is 
given in parameterized form as in the context of the symplectic Lanczos 
algorithm [7] one should not form the corresponding butterfly matrix, but 
compute the eigenvalues via the SZ algorithm. 
5. Numerical examples 
The SR and SZ algorithms for computing the eigenvalues of symplectic 
matrices/matrix pencils as discussed in Sections 3 and 4 were implemented in
MATLAB Version 5.1. Numerical experiments were performed on a SPARC 
Ultra 1 creator workstation. 
In order to detect deflation, subdiagonal elements were declared to be zero 
during the iterations when a condition of the form 
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fhp+,~] <~ 10.n-eps(lhpp I + Ih~+l,p+, I) 
was fulfilled, where the dimension of the problem is 2n × 2n and 
eps ~ 2.2204 × 10 -16 is MAXLA~'S floating point relative accuracy. 
The experiments presented here will illustrate the typical behavior of the 
proposed algorithms. For a general symplectic matrix or a symplectic matrix 
pencil with both matrices ymplectic, our implementation first reduces the ma- 
trix/matrix pencil to butterfly form/a pencil of the form (11) and then iterates 
using only quadruple shift steps. The shifts are chosen according to the gener- 
alized Rayleigh strategy discussed in Section 3. Tests were run using 
• randomly generated symplectic matrices/matrix pencils; 
• randomly generated parameters a l , . . . ,a , ,  bl . . . .  ,b, ,  cl . . . .  ,c , ,  d2, . . . ,  
d, E ~ from which a butterfly matrix and the corresponding symplectic ma- 
trix pencil were constructed; 
• examples from the benchmark collection [8]; 
• the examples discussed in Ref. [19]. 
Our observations have been the following. 
• The methods did always converge; not once did we encounter an example 
where an exceptional SR/SZ step with a random shift was necessary (al- 
though, no doubt, such an example can be constructed). 
• Cubic convergence can beobserved. 
• The SZ algorithm is considerably better than the SR algorithm in computing 
the eigenvalues of a parameterized symplectic matrix/matrix pencil. 
• The number of (quadruple-shift) i erations needed for convergence for each 
eigenvalue is about 2/3. 
Example 1. For the first set of tests, 100 symplectic matrices for each of the 
dimensions 2n x 2n for n = 5: 5:50 were generated by computing the SR 
decomposition of random 2n × 2n matrices 
A = rand(2 × n); [M,R] = sr(A); 
where M is symplectic and R is J-triangular such that A = MR. Some of the re- 
sults we obtained are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In each table, the first col- 
umn indicates the size of the problem. 
As the generated matrices M are only symplectic modulo roundoff errors, 
symplecticity was tested via IIMVJM - JII for all examples. The second column 
of Table 1 reports the maximal norm observed for each dimension. It is ob- 
vious that for increasing dimension, symplecticity is more and more lost. 
Hence, we may expect our algorithm to have some difficulties performing well, 
as its theoretical foundation is the symplecticity of the matrix/matrix pencil 
treated. The SR algorithm computes a symplectic matrix S and a symplectic 
matrix B such that in exact arithmetic, S-~MS = B is of butterfly-like form 
and B decouples into a number of 2 × 2 and 4 x 4 subproblems. In order to 
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Table 1 
First set of tests: SR algorithm 
67 
2 × n max(l[ MTJM -Jl12) IIS-tMS -BI] 2 condmax iter 
10 O(10 -~2 ) O110-'4)-O110 -7 ) O(103 ) 0.698 
20 O(10 -'2) O(10-'3)-O110 !) O(104) 0.716 
30 O(10 TM ) O(10-~2)-O(10 -5 ) O(104 ) 0.716 
40 O(10 -12) O110-1o)_O110 4) O1105) 0.683 
50 0110 lt) O(10 10)-O110-4) O1104) 0.678 
60 O(10 -I' ) O(10-10)-O(10 4 ) O(106 ) 0.658 
70 O110 -1°) O(10-91) O(10 -~) O(105 ) 0.661 
80 O(10 10) O(10 9)--O(10-4) O(105) 0.653 
90 O(10 -1° ) O(10-9)_O(10 4) O(106 ) 0.656 
100 O(10 -~° ) O(10-91)-O(10 -` ) O(106 ) 0.656 
Table 2 
First set of tests - SR algorithm 
2 x n max(relerr) min(relerr) average( re le r r )  average 
10 O(10 9) O(10-1.') O(10 15)-O(10 9) 2.4 × 10 -n 
20 O(10 6) O(10-,o) O(10 ~4)-O(10-7) 2.8 × 10 -9 
30 o(1o -7) o(1o -'°) o11o-13)-OllO-8) 2.8 × 1o -9 
40 O(10 5) O(10-,1) O(10-t2)_O(10-6 ) 2.8 × 10 -8 
50 O(10 -5 ) O(10-'1) O110-12)-O110-6) 1.6 × ]0 -8 
60 O(10 -5) O(10 ii) O(]0.d2)_O(]0-6) 4.1 × 10 -8 
70 O(10 5) O(10-.,~) O(10 u)-O(10 6) 1.0 × 10 7 
80 O(10 -5) O(10-") O(10 -u )-O(10 -6) 2.5 × 10 -8 
90 O(10 4) O(10-.u) O(10 -u ) O(10 -6) 5.1 × 10 8 
100 O(10 -~') O110 -Is) O(10 u)-O(10-7) 2.2 × 10 -8 
see how well the computed S and B obey this relation, I[S-JMS - B][ 2 was com- 
puted for each example, and the maximal and minimal value of these norms for 
each dimension is reported in the third column of Table 1. In the course of the 
iterations, symplectic Gaussian transformations have to be used. All other in- 
volved transformations are orthogonal. These are known to be numerically sta- 
ble. Hence, the Gaussian transformations are the only source for instability. 
The column 'condmax' of the table displays the maximal condition number 
of all Gaussian transformations applied during all 100 examples of each dimen- 
sion. The condition number of the Gaussian transformations were never too 
large (i.e., exceeding the tolerance threshold, chosen here as l/eps), hence no 
exceptional SR step with a random shift was required. The last column of 
Table 1 gives the average number of iterations needed for convergence of each 
eigenvalue. This number tends to be around 2/3 iterations per eigenvalue. 
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Table 2 reports on the accuracy of the computed eigenvalues. For this 
purpose, the MATLAB function e ig  was called in order to solve the 
2 × 2 and 4 × 4 subproblems of B to generate a list of eigenvalues comput- 
ed via the SR algorithm. These eigenvalues were compared to the eigenval- 
ues of M obtained via e ig ;  the latter eigenvalues were considered to be 
the 'exact' eigenvalues. This assumption is justified for the randomly gen- 
erated examples using as a criterion O'min(m- ';~/2n) which turns out to be 
of order eps for eigenvalues computed via e ig  while for the eigenvalues 
computed via the SR algorithm, this 'residual' is larger by an order 
O(10 a) where d is the number of digits lost as indicated by our relative er- 
ror measure. 
The column max(relerr)  reports the maximal relative rror so obtained, the 
column min(relerr)  the minimal relative rror. In order to get an idea about the 
average relative accuracy obtained, we computed for each example the arith- 
metic mean; the range in which these values were found is given in column 'av- 
erage(relerr)'. Finally, in order to compare our results with those given in Ref. 
[3], we computed the average relative accuracy for all examples of each dimen- 
sion using the arithmetic mean of all examples for each dimension. In Ref. [3], 
these averages are given for dimensions 10, 20, and 40; our results confirm 
those results. 
The same kind of test runs was performed for randomly generated symplec- 
tic matrix pencils M - 2N where M and N are both symplectic using the SZ 
algorithm. M and N were generated analogous to M as above. Note that this 
introduces more difficulties here than above; our SZ algorithm makes use of 
the fact that MTjM = NT jN  = J; all of these equalities are violated. But 
despite this, the SZ algorithm performs as well as the SR algorithm. Our im- 
plementation of the SZ algorithm first reduces M and N to the pencil form 
(11) and than iterates using only quadruple shift steps where the shifts are cho- 
sen according to the generalized Rayleigh strategy. 
In the following Tables 3 and 4 we report he same information as in the two 
tables presented for the SR algorithm. This time we give the data only for di- 
mensions 30 and 50, in order to save some space but to support our claim that 
the SZ algorithm works as well as the SR algorithm. The SZ algorithm com- 
putes symplectic matrices S, Q, M and N such that S(M - 2N)Q = M - 2b~ and 
Table 3 
First set of tests - SZ algorithm 
2 x n IISMQ - MI]2 ]ISNQ - ~?r12 condmax iter 
30 O(10 H)-O(10 6) O(10 '1)-O(10 -7) O(105) 0.574 
50 O(10 ~°)~O(10-4) O(10-~°)-O(10-5) O(105) 0.546 
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Table 4 
First set of tests SZ algorithm 
69 
2 x n max(relerr) min(relerr) aver(relerr) average 
30 O(10 -7 ) O(10 9) O(10-13)_O(10 8) 9.7 x 10 10 
50 O(10 '6) O(10 11) O(10 IZ)-O(10 7) 1.0 x 10 8 
the pencil ~f / -  )~  decouples into a number  of  2 × 2 and 4 x 4 subproblems.  
The eigenvalues of  these small  subprob lems were computed  using the MATLAB 
funct ion e ±g and compared to the eigenvalues obta ined via e ±g (M, I,I). 
Example 2. A second set of  tests was per formed to see whether the SR or the SZ 
algor i thm performs better once the symplectic matr ix /matr ix  pencil is reduced 
to parameter ized form. For  this purpose,  parameters  a l , . . . ,a , , ,b~, . . . ,  
b , , , c l , . . . , c , , ,d2 , . . . ,d , ,  c R were generated, f rom which a symplectic pencil 
L - )oN and the cor responding butterf ly matr ix  M were constructed as in 
Eqs. (4), (9) and (17), respectively. 
The examples generated this way do not  suffer f rom loss of  symplecticity, 
any matr ix  pencil L - 2N of  the above form is symplectic. Fur thermore  no ini- 
tial reduct ion to butterf ly form is necessary here; L, N, and M are already in 
parameter ized form. For  each n = 5: 5: 50, one hundred  sets o f  parameters were 
generated, L, N, and M were constructed,  and  the SR/SZ algor i thm was used to 
compute  the eigenvalues. As before, the 2 × 2 and  4 × 4 subprob lems were 
solved using e ± g. The eigenvalues so obta ined were compared to eigenvalues 
computed via e ± g (M). Table  5 reports some of  the results so obta ined,  us ing 
the same notat ion  as above. 
Table 5 
Second set of tests 
2 x n SRmax(relerr) SR average SZmax(relerr) SZ average SR/SZ iter 
10 O(10 11) 1.7 × 10 -13 O(10 13) 1.6 x 10 -15 0.60 
20 O(10 -9) 8.4 x 1012 O(10 12) 5.5 x 10 15 0.64 
30 O(10 I2) 3.5 x 10 -14 O(10 13) 2.3 x 10 15 0.65 
40 O(10 -7 ) 6.9 x 10 I1 O(10 13) 2.7 x 10 t5 0.65 
50 O(10 it) 2.5 × 10 14 O(]0-14) 2.7 x 10-15 0.64 
60 O(10 -~) 3.6 >( 10 12 O(]0 11) 1.8 x 10 14 0.64 
7(I O(10 ')) 2.1 x 10 I,. O(10 t3) 3.4 x 10 15 0.63 
80 O(10 -9 ) 8.1 x 10 l~ O(10 1~) 3.5 x 10 15 0.64 
90 O(10 -s) 5.4 x 10 12 O(1013) 3.6 x 10 -15 0.63 
100 O(10 -~) 2.5 x 10 11 O(10 12) 5.3 x 10 15 0.63 
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As expected, the examples showed the same convergence b havior no matter 
which algorithm was used. That is, the number of iterations needed for conver- 
gence was almost he same, the maximal condition number of the Gaussian 
transformations were the same. The maximal relative error observed for the 
different examples was bigger for the SR algorithm than for the SZ algorithm. 
These results indicate that the SZ algorithm computes more accurate igenval- 
ues than the SR algorithm. 
Example 3. Tests with examples from the benchmark collection [8] were 
performed. None of these examples result in a symplectic pencil L - 2N with 
symplectic L and N matrices. Hence, whenever possible, a symplectic matrix M 
was formed from the given data. Table 6 presents the results obtained applying 
the SR algorithm to M. Again, the relative error in the eigenvalues was 
computed by comparing the eigenvalues computed via the SR algorithm with 
those computed via e lg. The first column of the table gives the number of the 
example as given in Ref. [8]. The next columns display the dimension of the 
problem, the maximal and minimal relative rrors for the computed eigenval- 
ues, the maximal condition umber used, and the total number of iterations 
needed to achieve convergence. 
For the first two examples, no SR iteration was necessary: after the initial 
reduction to butterfly form, the problem either decoupled into tw 2 x 2 sub- 
problems or the eigenvalues could be read off directly. The relative rror of the 
so computed eigenvalues is of order O(eps). For Example 8 of Ref. [8] the ei- 
genvalues computed via the SR algorithm were better than those computed via 
e ± g. This was checked via the smallest singular value ~min of (M - 2/) for the 
eigenvalues 2 computed via e±g as well as via the SR algorithm. It turns out 
that O'min(M-  2sR1) is smaller then t rmin(M-  i.eigl). For Example 11 from 
Ref. [8] one should note that the matrix M there is only almost symplectic, that 
is, IIMVJM- Jll2 ~ 1 x 10 -j° and the condition number of M is given by 
K(M) ~ 1.6 x 10 6. 
Table 6 
Example 3 
Example 2 x n Max(relerr) Min(relerr) condmax Number of 
number iterations 
1 4 2.5 0 
2 4 25.3 0 
6 8 1.0 x 10 -14 4.0 x 10 -15 6.4 4 
7 8 2.2 x 10 12 6.8 x 10 -14 5.4 x 102 3 
8 8 2.4 x 10 -ll 8.5 x 10 -16 8.4 3 
9 10 9.3 x 10 -13 4.1 x 10 -16 20.4 5 
11 18 1.2 x 10 -2 7.1 x 10 -12 7.9 x 103 6 
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Example 4. Flaschka et al. [19] report that the SR algorithm for symplectic 
J-Hessenberg matrices does not perform satisfactory due to roundoff errors. 
They present wo examples to demonstrate he behavior of the SR algorithm 
for symplectic J-Hessenberg matrices. The first example presented is a 
symplectic matrix with the eigenvalues 5, 1/5, 3 ± 4i, 0.12 ± 0.16i; the matrix 
itself is given in Ref. [19]. It is reported in Ref. [19] that complete deflation was 
observed after 19 iteration, but the final iteration matrix was far from being 
symplectic. The maximal condition number used during the iterations was 
6.4 × 103. 
Our algorithm first reduced the symplectic matrix to butterfly form (this is 
denoted here as iteration step 0), then two iterations were needed for conver- 
gence. Moreover, cubic convergence can be observed by monitoring the 
parameters d/during the course of the iteration, as they indicate deflation. 
Table 7 reports the values for the dj's after each iteration. 
As can be seen, it takes only two iterations for & to become zero with re- 
spect to machine precision. Decoupling is possible and the problem splits into 
a 2 x 2 and a 4 z 4 subproblem. The observed maximal condition number was 
57.39. 
The second example discussed in Ref. [19] is a 12 x 12 symplectic matrix 
with the eigenvalues 1 ± li, 0.5 ± 0.5i, 2 ± 2i, 0.25 ± 0.25i, 3 ± 4i, 0.12 ± 0.16i. 
Here, a symplectic diagonal matrix with these eigenvalues on the diagonal 
was constructed and a similarity transformation with a randomly generated or- 
thogonal symplectic matrix was performed to obtain a symplectic matrix M. 
The implementation presented in Ref. [19] first reduces this matrix to J-Hessen- 
berg form, then a double shift SR step with the perfect shift 3 ± 4i is performed. 
This resulted in deflation and good approximation of these eigenvalues, but 
symplecticity was lost completely. 
Our algorithm again first reduced the symplectic matrix to butterfly form, 
then six iterations were needed for convergence. As before, cubic convergence 
can be observed by monitoring the parameters dj during the course of the iter- 
ation. Table 8 reports the values for the d/s after each iteration as well as 
whether deflation occurred and whether a 2 x 2 or a 4 x 4 subproblem was de- 
flated. 
The observed maximal condition number was 73.73. 
Table 7 
Example 4 - First test 
Iteration ~ d3 
0 1.8576 2.389 x 10 -2 
1 -0.2783 -2.117 × 10 5 
2 -4.3422 2.242 x 10 -16 
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Table 8 
Example 4 --. Second test 
Iteration Deflation? Size of deflated & ds 
subproblem 
0 No 1.07 x 10 ° 0.91 x 10 ° 
1 No 1.29 z 10 -l -8 .50  x 10 2 
2 No -5 .30  x l0 2 1,37 z 10 -4 
3 No -1 .49  x 10 3 -1 .26  x 10 -12 
4 Yes 4 x 4 2.18 z 10 '~ -3 .40  x 10 24 
5 No -4 .36  × 10 tll 
6 Yes 4 × 4 3.09 x 10 -25 
Example 5. We also tested an implementation of the SR algorithm using a 
standard polynomial p instead of a Laurent polynomial q to drive the SR step. 
In cases where no trouble arose, both algorithms performed similarly. That is, 
although the version that uses the Laurent polynomial uses fewer arithmetic 
operations, both versions of the algorithm needed the same number of 
iterations for convergence, and the accuracy of the computed eigenvalues was 
similar. But, as indicated in our discussion in Section 3, using the standard 
polynomial might sometimes cause some problems. Using the Laurent 
polynomial to drive the SR step, the algorithm behaved as expected. 
Convergence of even-dimensional subspaces occurred, which resulted in the 
convergence of some of the dk's to zero. But when working with standard 
polynomials to drive the SR step, one might observe convergence of al to zero 
and stagnation of the algorithm afterwards. This will be illustrated here by the 
following example. We generated a 30 z 30 symplectic matrix using the 
parameters a l , . . . ,a l s ,b l , . . . ,b l s ,  c i , . . . ,c l5,  and d2,. . . ,dls as given in 
Table 9. 
The resulting symplectic matrix M has only two real eigenvalues: 
/z --- 1.97700698420 and ff J = 0.50581510737. 
The twenty-eight complex eigenvalues occur in pairs (2, 2) where 2 E C, 121 = 1. 
Table 10 reports the values of al, bl, and c~ in the course of the iteration 
when the SR step is driven by a standard polynomial (the first column indicates 
the number of iterations). The choice of shifts is as before. 
Already after the first iteration the largest eigenvalue/~ is emerging as b~. 
During the subsequent i erations, bj converges towards this eigenvalue while 
al converges to zero. The growth of c~ reflects the ill conditioning of the trans- 
forming matrices. At the bottom of the matrix, deflations take place: after it- 
eration 5, a 2 x 2 subproblem is decoupled, after iteration 7 a 4 x 4, after 
iteration 11 and 12 a 2 x 2, and after iteration 16 another 4 x 4 subproblem 
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Table 9 
Example 5 Parameters 
73 
a b c d 
1 0.76880950325 0.82064368228 0.06824661097 
2 0.96970170497 0.97047237460 0.96412426837 0.84800944806 
3 0.71479723187 0.48692499554 0.20765658836 0.72860019101 
4 0.78196184196 0.81746853554 0.16111822555 0.95509863327 
5 0.23756508204 0.64157116784 0.63822138259 0.65635111059 
6 0.19573076378 0.30634935951 0.00022817289 0.74230513350 
7 0.26321391517 0.66093213223 0.33563294335 0.34496601390 
8 0.71378506459 0.35801711338 0.27509982146 0.88402194967 
9 0.97759973943 0.93819943010 0.04452752039 0.34724408649 
10 0.63712194084 0.48766697476 0.09389649759 0.05947668054 
11 0.54592415509 0.09099035774 0.40999739977 0.71841459107 
12 0.84805722441 0.67383411686 0.81689231949 0.95821429290 
13 0.80209765848 0.51488031898 0.87051707180 0.15683486507 
t4 0.66830641006 0.22157934638 0.02255512045 0.41635310614 
15 (I.67098263396 0.72500937095 0.72717698369 0.09403486897 
is decoupled. At that point al is less than eps so that a 2 x 2 subproblem can be 
deflated at the top which corresponds to the pair of real eigenvalues, bl ~/~ 
and the (n + 1, n + 1) entry of the iteration matrix is approximately equal to 
y J .  The resulting 14 × 14 subproblem has only complex pairs of eigenvalues 
on the unit circle. Parametrising this subproblem, one observes that three of 
the six parameters d/are of order v~g,  the other three are of order 1. This does 
not change during subsequent iterations, no convergence is achieved (the re- 
quired tolerance for deflation is of order eps). 
Using a Laurent polynomial to drive the SR step, the process converges after 
22 iterations, a~ does not converge to zero. All eigenvalues are computed accu- 
rately (max(relerr) = O(10 15)). 
Table l0 
Example 5 - Standard polynomial 
al bl el 
1 1.8 × 10 t 1.98410591 2.2791 
2 1.6 x 10 -2 1.97948316 30.8977 
3 2.2 × 10 3 1.97726186 233.4375 
4 6.6 × 10 4 1.97714161 761.5576 
5 3.6 x 10 -4 1.97718534 1397.3210 
6 4.4 × 10 .4 1.97728897 1149.0454 
7 9.1 × 10 5 1.97706343 5575.8521 
8 1.0 × 10 5 1.97701113 49627.9530 
9 7.8 x 10 7 1.97700726 643154.9327 
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6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have presented SR and SZ algorithms for the symplectic 
butterfly eigenproblem. The SR algorithm works with the 8n - 4 nonzero en- 
tries of the butterfly matrix. Laurent polynomials are used to drive the SR step 
as this results in a smaller bulge and hence less arithmetic operations than using 
standard shift polynomials. Forcing the symplectic structure of the iterates 
whenever necessary, the algorithm works better than the SR algorithm for 
symplectic J-Hessenberg matrices proposed in Ref. [19]. The SZ algorithm 
works with the 4n - 1 parameters that determine the butterfly matrix. It reduc- 
es a symplectic matrix pencil of the form 
M-AN = 
0 ! % ' 
where M and N are both symplectic, to a form that decouples into a number of 
2 x 2 and 4 × 4 symplectic eigenproblems. The algorithm ensures that the ma- 
trices M and N remain symplectic separately. 
Future research will address the development of an SZ algorithm that works 
for symplectic matrix pencils M - 2N, where MJM x = NJN T ~ J. It is still an 
open research problem to which reduced form such a pencil can be reduced 
when M and N are singular. 
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